A common contemporary view is that the Bible and subsequent Christian thought authorize humans to exploit animals purely as means to human ends.This paper argues that Biblical and Christian thought have given rise to a more complex ethic of animal use informed by its pastoralist origins, Biblical pronouncements that permit different interpretations, and competing ideas and doctrines that arose during its development, and in uenced by the rich and often contradictory features of ancient Hebrew and Greco-Roman traditions. The result is not a uniform ethic but a tradition of unresolved debate. Differing interpretations of the Great Chain of Being and the con ict over animal experimentation demonstrate the colliding values inherent in the complex history of Biblical and Christian thought on animals. 
1 Corinthians to argue that God cares for the animal realm and requires us to do likewise. Victor Hugo, a Roman Catholic, tells us in Les Misérables (1862) that according to St. Matthew "duty to all living creatures" is one of the four duties of humankind. 7 The scriptures, particularly the Old Testament, repeatedly reinforced the care aspect of the relationship. For the great King David, an early indication of his suitability as a monarch was his diligence and courage in protecting his father's sheep (1 Samuel 17 :35) . Later, when the prophet Nathan rebuked David for abusing his power, he did so by rst telling a story about a poor man who lavished care and affection on a lamb (2 Samuel 12:2), thus not only evoking David's sympathy but also reminding him of the proper relationship of monarch to subject. When God selected Rebecca as the wife of Isaac and the mother of her nation, the sign that she had been chosen was her willingness, when asked for water by a thirsty stranger, to water his camels as well, "until they have had enough" (Genesis 24:19) -itself no mean feat. Indeed, a conscientious shepherd protecting a ock of sheep was such a positive image that it became a common metaphor for divine goodness (Psalm 23:1-4), and sometimes descriptions of divine love even began to sound like lessons in animal husbandry:
For these are the words of the Lord God: Now I myself will ask after my sheep and go in search of them. As a shepherd goes in search of his sheep when his ock is dispersed all around him, so will I go in search of my sheep and rescue them no matter where they were scattered. . . . I myself will tend my ock, I myself pen them in their fold, says the Lord God. I will search for the lost, recover the straggler, bandage the hurt, strengthen the sick, leave the healthy and strong to play, and give them their proper food. Ezekiel 34:11-16 (The New English Bible) Thus, the pastoralist culture of the Bible could hardly be described, other than for ideological reasons, as encouraging ruthless exploitation of animals.
It was, rather, a culture that recognized animals both as possessions who can be used and killed for human purposes and, at the same time, as wards entrusted by God to humans for diligent care.
These two elements, though making sense in a pastoralist context, may appear contradictory in later historical contexts, and perhaps this seeming contra-
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Rod Preece and David Fraser diction has encouraged many modern scholars to emphasize one element, usually the rst, at the expense of the other. Perhaps the very existence of this tension, heightened by the plausibility of different interpretations of Biblical texts has encouraged an ongoing debate in the Christian tradition.
A third element also important in Christian thought, if less stressed in Biblical texts, furthers this tension. The scriptures and later Christian philosophy sometimes treat animals not merely as living possessions deserving diligent care but, by a relationship bordering on kinship, as close links to humankindpartly because both humans and other species came into existence as works of God. Thus, the writer of Ecclesiastes (3: [18] [19] [20] noted that humans and animals alike are created from dust, return to dust, and that "all draw the same breath." Isaiah (11:6-8) describes a kinship utopia in which the wolf dwells with the lamb, the leopard lies with the fatling, and the child has no fear of the asp.
Unlike the often quoted account of creation in the more recent P-narrative (Genesis 1), in which humans are told to "subdue" the earth and have "dominion" over other species, the older J-narrative (Genesis 2) presents a very different view of the human-animal relationship. In The Yahwist's Landscape, Theodore Hiebert explained that P's view is conspicuously hierarchical. At creation, God commands humans to rule (radâ), to exercise dominion over other animate life (1.28).
Whether one wishes to construe such rule as benevolent or harsh -and both are possible within the limits of the term in biblical usage -there can be no doubt that radâ represents control and power, since it is used customarily of kings and always of those with authority over others. By contrast, J conceives of this relationship in terms that are more communal. As animals and humans alike are made from the earth's topsoil, they possess no distinct ontological status, both being referred to simply as living beings . . .
8
In the J-narrative, we read that God placed the rst man in the garden and then, out of concern that the man was alone, formed the animals and the birds and brought them to him, though none proved to be a fully satisfactory companion. Later, God's promise never again to ood the earth took the form of a covenant made not only with humans but with all animals as well (Genesis 9:9-17). 
The Great Chain of Being
In the development of Christian animal ethics many traditional legends emphasizing our relationship to the animal realm were Christianized and localized. In recent scholarship, the negative elements of the Great Chain have been emphasized, claiming that the doctrine differentiated superior humans from lesser creatures and that humans were free to use animals at their whim.
David Maybury-Lewis asserts that in the chain, "man . . . was most perfect,"
which persuaded "man . . . that the natural world was his to exploit." 16 
Richard
Milner tells us that the scale treated the inferior realm as "base." 17 The doctrine, so we are led to believe, was oppressive of other species. And so it was
The Status of Animals in Biblical and Christian Thought 251 in some cases. François Fénelon (1615-1715), theologian Archbishop of Cambrai, used the phrase, "more perfect," to describe human superiority. In addition, 
Animal Experimentation
The collision of values is again clear in the centuries-long debate on animal experimentation. Traditionally, René Descartes is offered as the exemplar of the Christian rationalist tradition, treating animals as irrational machines on whom experimentation may be performed without fear of wronging them.
In recent years, there has been a dispute as to whether Descartes allows for animal sensation 25 but little disagreement about whether Descartes felt his and in his Metaphysical Colloquy of 1641 Pierre Gassendi, a Roman Catholic priest, ridiculed Descartes' illogical inconsistencies with regard to the rationality and sentience of animals. 29 The very reason that we know that PortRoyal Jansenist vivisectors deemed the cries of their canine victims nailed to a board as "only the noise of a little spring that had been touched" is because of the ire the seminarians aroused. 30 And Robert Boyle, the reputed English chemist, complained in 1686 that,
The veneration wherewith men are imbued for what they call nature has been a discouraging impediment to the empire of man over the inferior creatures of God: for many have not only looked upon it, as an impossible thing to compass, but as something impious to attempt. 31 We should take at least as much note of the "many" who found the experiments "impious" as of the views of the experimenters.
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Later, we may encounter Claude Bernard being aware of the animals on whom he experimented as nothing but organisms that conceal from him the 
The Complexity of the Con icts
In much of the recent intellectual discussion of Christian animal ethics, we encounter the assumption that the Christian voice is one. For example, Creatures as well as man shall be raised and delivered from death at the resurrection." 40 The Thus, the Christian attitude to animals is, in the words of Linzey, "an ambiguous tradition." 
Concluding Remarks
Biblical and Christian thought presents us with a complex view of the status of animals. At a fundamental level, animals are viewed through a pastoralist lens, whereby certain use of animals is seen as legitimate while diligent care of animals is highly valued. Nonetheless, Christianity shares with a number of other religions the belief that all creatures are God's creatures and recipients of divine concern. How these beliefs are to be interpreted and translated into action has been the subject of recurring debate. It has been a debate in uenced by economic forces, ecclesiastical institutions, sheer individual and collective self-interest, as well as by honest, legitimate, and well-considered differences of interpretation. The result has been and likely always will be a lack of consistency.
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